Over the past 20 years, brain oscillations have proven to be a gateway to the understanding of cognitive processes. It has been shown that different neurocognitive aspects of language processing are associated with brain oscillations at various frequencies. Frequencies in the beta range (13-30 Hz) turned out to be particularly important with respect to cognitive and linguistic manipulations during language processing. Beta activity has been involved in higher-order linguistic functions such as the discrimination of word categories and the retrieval of action semantics as well as semantic memory, and syntactic binding processes, which support meaning construction during sentence processing. From a neurophysiological point of view, the important role of the beta frequencies for such a complex cognitive task as language processing seems reasonable. Experimental evidence suggests that frequencies in the beta range are ideal for maintaining and preserving the activity of neuronal assemblies over time. In particular, recent computational and experimental evidence suggest that beta frequencies are important for linking past and present input and the detection of novelty of stimuli, which are essential processes for language perception as well as production. In addition, the beta frequency's role in the formation of cell assemblies underlying short-term memory seems indispensable for language analysis. Probably the most important point is the well-known relation of beta oscillations with motor processes. It can be speculated that beta activities reflect the close relationship between language comprehension and motor functions, which is one of the core claims of current theories on embodied cognition. In this article, the importance of beta oscillations for language processing is reviewed based both on findings in psychophysiological and neurophysiological literature.
INTRODUCTION
The brain generates a broad range of rhythms of different frequencies, which are commonly associated with different physiological and cognitive functions. It is well accepted that these different oscillation frequencies are associated with a divergent underlying physiology being generated by at least 10 different mechanisms and the cooperative work of many neuronal structures (Buzsáki, 2006) . The relation between brain anatomy and oscillatory patterns allows the brain to operate at multiple temporal and spatial scales. Because of that, activity within distinct oscillations can contribute diversely to the formation of neuronal assemblies, which underlie neurocognitive processes and, in particular, different aspects of linguistic processing (Weiss and Mueller, 2003; Bastiaansen and Hagoort, 2006) . However, the exact role different oscillations are playing in cognition and language is largely unknown and still a topic of debate.
Oscillatory activity allows activated neuronal groups in distant cortical regions to become temporarily linked ("synchronized"; von der Malsburg and Schneider, 1986; Gray et al., 1989; Engel et al., 2001; Singer, 2009) . Oscillations of neuronal assemblies rhythmically open and close the communication window between groups for a given signal frequency. This mechanism allows for effective communication because the communication windows of both groups are open simultaneously and explains why synchronization (no or small phase shift) can be observed over long distances despite long conduction delays (Fries, 2005) . Usually, the brain oscillations are subdivided into five main frequency bands: delta (0.5-3.5 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) , and gamma (>30 Hz) and often, these frequency bands are further subdivided into narrower ranges (e.g., beta1: [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The frequency of such oscillations determines the temporal windows of processing and indirectly the size of the neuronal structures involved (von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000; Buzsáki, 2006) . In a wider time window, more neurons can be recruited from larger brain areas because synaptic and axonal conductance delays are less limiting. Hence, the spatial extent of synchrony is much larger for slow rhythms. Slow oscillations can involve many neuronal groups across widely distributed brain areas, whereas fast oscillations are predestinated for local information processing due to their shorter time window www.frontiersin.org for information exchange (Nunez, 2000; Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004) .
In a simplified computer model using only few simulated cells it was shown that, for instance, beta (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) and gamma (30-70 Hz) frequencies employ different dynamical mechanisms based on different ionic currents to synchronize (e.g., Kopell et al., 2000 Kopell et al., , 2010 . Increases in conduction delays between the cells plus increases in the strength of synapses between excitatory cells effect a transition of the network activity from gamma to beta. That being the case, it turned out that coupling across distances lowers the frequency of the coupled rhythm (Kopell et al., 2000) . Consequently, it was concluded that beta frequencies are able to synchronize over long conduction delays (>20 ms), which corresponds to signals traveling long distances in the brain, whereas gamma frequencies are used for relatively local computations and support robust synchronization for conduction delays up to 8-10 ms. However, not only conduction delays but also other factors determine the frequency of oscillation such as the number of interacting cortical neurons and/or the modulatory transmitters released from subcortical systems or the frequency of local oscillations (Siegel et al., 2012) .
Therefore, distant brain areas, which have long axonal conduction delays and are connected predominantly via the gray matter, are more likely to synchronize in beta frequencies. In contrast, gamma oscillations are found between regions that lie either closely together or have connections via the white matter and thus have short interconnection delays (Kopell et al., 2000; Buzsáki, 2006) . For instance, gamma-band oscillations seem to be involved in the local encoding of cognitive information, whereas diverse oscillations frequently involving the beta frequency range are concerned with integrative functions across long distances (von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000; Weiss and Mueller, 2003; Weiss et al., 2005; Donner and Siegel, 2011) . Thus, partly dependent on the actual distance of information transfer, different frequencies may be associated with the same or different cognitive activities. This may be a reason for the heterogeneous results concerning the interpretation of frequency-related cognitive operations. Another reason deals with the difficulty to assign a single cognitive function to a single oscillatory activity. Often there is a complex (maybe non-linear) interplay and dynamic interaction between different frequency bands and cognitive functions. Diverse rhythms or variations of a rhythm can support different components of a cognitive act, with multiple rhythms potentially playing multiple roles (Başar et al., 1999; Klimesch, 1999; von Stein and Sarnthein, 2000; Weiss and Mueller, 2003; Jensen and Colgin, 2007; Kopell et al., 2010) .
According to the neurophysiological and computational evidence referred to above, oscillations in the beta frequency band (13-30 Hz) are particularly suited for functional roles in language processing. Aside from having a role in motor processing, beta frequencies are associated with various cognitive operations and certain aspects of language processing. Experimental evidence supporting this finding will be provided in Section "Experimental Evidence on Beta Oscillations and Language." Studies have evidenced that beta frequencies may be important "carriers" for the complex linguistic information required for language processing, which involves activity from of a huge set of large-scale neuronal networks widely distributed across the brain. The following section will mainly deal with the relationship between findings in the beta frequency band and language processes and their neurocognitive interpretation.
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE ON BETA OSCILLATIONS AND LANGUAGE
In contrast to numerous studies on the relation of theta, alpha, and gamma EEG frequencies associated with different aspects of language processing, there exist relatively few studies with respect to beta oscillations and language. The following sections review studies in which beta frequencies play a specific and important role in language tasks and are only partly accompanied by findings in other frequency bands. Moreover, the relation of beta changes to different cognitive operations underlying language processing such as (1) action semantics, (2) expectancy violation and attention, (3) binding, and (4) memory will be highlighted. This subdivision is taken up again and summarized in Section "Beta Oscillations and Language: A Synopsis."
Generally, studies on either healthy participants or patients have dealt with beta power changes during language processing (see also Table 1 ) and only very few reported on EEG coherence changes. Since power and coherence findings have to be interpreted differently (see Neuronal Scale) the following paragraphs are partly separated into studies either investigating mainly power or mainly coherence changes related to language tasks. The majority of studies on the relation between beta power and language processing report decrease of power; and only few report increases of power with respect to task manipulation. Both findings on beta decreases and increases associated with different language tasks will be reviewed in the following sections (see Table 1 ).
ACTION SEMANTICS (MOTOR-RELATED BETA)
From a classical point of view, beta oscillations are mainly related to motor processes. Intrinsic beta oscillations are recorded predominantly at the somatomotor and premotor cortex but have also been detected in the basal ganglia and the cerebellum, both of are involved not only in motor but also in cognitive functions. A large majority of studies have shown that synchronized beta frequency oscillations are involved in the maintenance of persistent contractions of arm-and hand muscles in humans (e.g., Pfurtscheller et al., 1996) as well as in non-human primates (Baker, 2007) . Desynchronization of the lower beta band (16-24 Hz) over sensorimotor areas has been interpreted as being related to active and passive movements and to motor imagery (Neuper et al., 2006; de Lange et al., 2008) including even the observation of another person's movements (Hari et al., 1998; Babiloni et al., 2002; Jarvelainen et al., 2004) .
Therefore, a desynchronization of beta power (mainly over left frontal and premotor cortex) has been repeatedly found during overt and covert word generation, and preparation of an itemrelated motor reaction. Motor-related changes in the beta range can be obtained both during the actual activation of the motor system (e.g., verb generation) and its secondary involvement induced by relevant language stimuli (e.g., action verbs).
For example, during a letter fluency task, where participants read a letter and had to generate as many words as possible, strong Frontiers in Psychology | Language Sciences left hemispheric decrease of overall MEG (magnetoencephalography) power specifically for the 5-to 15-and 15-to 25-Hz range was shown (Singh et al., 2002) . This decrease significantly correlated with the location of BOLD increases in an fMRI-experiment, which was interpreted in terms of increased neuronal activation during this task. Fisher et al. (2008) reported that beta activity in the MEG was a very robust marker for assessing language lateralization in healthy controls and a clinical patient during a verb generation task. The generation of verbs elicited decreases in beta power (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) in the left inferior frontal lobe. The beta decrease typically started at 250-500 ms after auditory noun presentation and sustained throughout the active phase of the task. However, the authors also reported on beta band increases (12-20 Hz) in the right frontal and superior-parietal lobes. Since this task relies on motor activation the beta decrease could be correlated with the typical motor-related beta desynchronization, whereas the beta increase could be related to neuronal synchronization over non-activated motor regions Lopes da Silva, 2011). van Elk et al. (2010) have also found a beta (20-30 Hz) decrease in the premotor cortex whilst participants processed action verbs without having an explicit motor task. Verbs were embedded in visually presented sentences that either described a human action or an animal action. The decrease of beta power was stronger for verbs around 400-600 ms presented in an animal compared to a human context and was inversely related to a N400 size effect. Thus, a stronger motor activation was found for verbs in an animal context. This was interpreted in terms of motor activation in language processing to primarily support the retrieval and integration of lexical-semantic information rather than post-lexical motor imagery of specific movements. For instance, the verb "swimming" is semantically more closely associated with the noun "duck" than with the word "man" since animals have only limited action capabilities in comparison to men. Therefore, the ease of the retrieval of action semantics for a certain word is expressed by the degree of beta power decrease and indicates that processing of action verbs is accompanied by mental motor activation (van Elk et al., 2010) .
Likewise, in a study on the perception of visually or auditorily presented action and non-action verbs (e.g., to run vs. to rest ) a significant power difference in dependence of the topography of electrodes was found. At central electrodes, the action verbs showed significantly lower beta power (13-25 Hz) than non-action verbs, whereas at anterior regions, the effect was reversed. This was shown as well as for the visual as the auditory presentation and is another hint that beta oscillations reflect motor-related semantics of words. These findings were supported by an EEG coherence analysis showing significant coherence increases in the beta band (19-25 Hz) over central electrodes for action verbs (Weiss et al., 2001 ; Figure 1) . Figure 1 demonstrates coherence differences for action and non-action verbs compared with a baseline condition. It could be shown that there are more and stronger significant coherence changes over central electrodes for action compared to non-action verbs. This fits to findings showing that the EEG could separate even verbs referring to actions executed with the leg (e.g., to kick), arm (e.g., to pick), or face (e.g., to lick; Pulvermueller, 2005) . It must be noted that in the study of Weiss et al. (2001) a beta power decrease was associated with a beta coherence increase. This seemingly contradictory finding can be resolved considering the different interpretation of power and coherence changes and their reflection of different neuronal scales (see Neuronal Scale).
A beta power decrease has also been observed in students of translation and interpreting who had to do a simple word translation task from English to German. During the translation of visually presented words, a higher beta power (20-30 Hz) decrease was observed 400 ms after the presentation of high-frequency words opposed to low-frequency words (Grabner et al., 2007) . However, this beta band decrease may be more accurately related to earlier and stronger motor preparation for responding to high-frequency words rather than to language processes per se. Klimesch et al. (2001) showed that beta power (about 14-16 Hz) revealed the most selective results concerning differences between dyslexic participants and healthy controls in a reading task. Both groups showed a stronger beta power decrease over left frontal and parietal sites for the pronunciation of meaningful words in contrast to pseudowords. However, whilst dyslexic children read words, their beta band activity did not decrease as much as that of healthy controls. This finding was interpreted in Frontiers in Psychology | Language Sciences FIGURE 1 | Coherence differences for the processing of action and non-action verbs compared to a resting baseline condition. Lines between electrodes mapped on the unfolded schemes of both hemispheres denote significant coherence increases. For the evaluation of significant coherence differences paired Wilcoxon-tests were applied. The rank sums obtained were converted to error probabilities, which were presented in probability maps. Mean coherence at central electrodes (indicated by the shaded square) is significantly higher for action compared to non-action verbs (based on data from Weiss et al., 2001 ).
terms of a disturbance of the grapheme-phoneme conversion in dyslexic patients reflected by the beta1 activity. For that reason, the missing beta desynchronization may be related to a possible deficit in flexible behavior and cognitive control during reading in these patients. A somewhat related result was described by Penolazzi et al. (2010) who found a large beta power (13-20 Hz) increase at posterior sites for dyslexic children after a 6-month phonological training in comparison to pre-training beta activity. The children who showed the greatest enhancement in reading speed showed the largest left posterior beta power increase. High left hemisphere beta band activity turned out to be the most reliable indicator of language lateralization and reorganization in children and adults.
To summarize, beta band desynchronization, which is associated with language processing, was commonly found as a result of motor activity, motor preparation, and mental motor simulation (e.g., during the processing of action verbs).
MAINTENANCE OF THE ACTUAL STATE (EXPECTANCY VIOLATION)
Hence, in contrast to the hypothesis established over the past years that beta oscillations merely indicate a cortical "idling rhythm" of the motor system, it turned out that beta oscillations reflect an active mechanism, which supports the activity of the motor system (Engel and Fries, 2010; Jenkinson and Brown, 2011) . It could be shown that during increased beta synchronization voluntary movements were slowed down, whereas stretch reflexes that reinforce existing posture were improved (Gilbertson et al., 2005) . Thus, it was hypothesized that synchronization of neuronal activity in the beta range is highly correlated with the maintenance of steady state force output and the temporary promotion of the existing motor activity (Engel and Fries, 2010) .
This hypothesis was extended by Jenkinson and Brown (2011) who proposed that beta activity is inversely correlated to the likelihood that a new voluntary action will have to be processed www.frontiersin.org or performed. Hence, beta desynchronization determines motor readiness and the degree of this suppression correlates with the predictive quality of cues signalizing the need for a certain action. Beta power decrease provides a running index of the extent to which internal and external cues predict the probability of new processing demands (Jenkinson and Brown, 2011) . A related finding is the pre-stimulus suppression of beta band activity associated with the expectation of a tactile stimulus, which was interpreted in terms of a preparation of the relevant brain system for the processing of a (novel) forthcoming event (van Ede et al., 2010) .
Thus, concerning language processing, one might suggest that if no change is expected in the language stimuli presented, beta activities will not change. However, beta will increase if the system has to maintain the actual language stimuli in memory, and it will decrease if the current cognitive state is interrupted by novel and/or unexpected stimuli. Consequently, a beta power decrease predicts the probability of new processing demands (Engel and Fries, 2010) . Kim and Chung (2008) found a significant decrease of beta band oscillations (13-25 Hz) in the MEG whilst patients with epilepsy performed an auditory oddball paradigm. In this experiment, Korean words were presented for about 400 ms auditorily to the patients. While the patients processed deviant stimuli, beta band activity decreased significantly at left frontal and temporal areas. The lateralization of this beta decrease matched the results of a previous Wada-test perfectly. These results underline the assumption that a beta power decrease reflects the occurrence of an unexpected, unfamiliar stimulus. Similarly, Shahin et al. (2009) found a sustained decrease of lower beta frequencies (13-20 Hz) and a power increase of higher beta (25-30 Hz) for a semantic task with a maximum peaking between 500 and 600 ms. Participants had to perform template matching in auditory memory (oddball experiment) based on the lexico-semantic analyses of nouns denoting animate and inanimate objects. According to their interpretation the beta increase indicated the maintenance of verbal stimuli in auditory memory. In contrast, the beta decrease was interpreted as reflecting enhanced motor preparation in anticipation of the response to unexpected deviant stimuli. Davidson and Indefrey (2007) investigated the processing of sentences that had been grammatically violated compared to grammatically intact sentences. Participants showed a beta band (14-30 Hz) power decrease at the word, which grammatically violated the sentences. This has been interpreted as possibly increasing the cortical area that is recruited for grammatical processing (Davidson and Indefrey, 2007) . Alternatively, the decrease of beta power at the word category violation could be interpreted as an indication of the occurrence of a new, unexpected event. In good agreement with the latter interpretation, Bastiaansen et al. (2010) found a sustained increase of beta power (13-18 Hz) over frontal regions across correct sentences in contrast to sentences with a word category violation. In this MEG experiment, subjects read correct sentences, sentences with a word category violation, and sentences without a syntactic structure. Correct sentences were associated with a linear trend of increasing beta power. This beta power increase was disrupted in sentences with a word category violation and was absent in sentences without a syntactic structure. Therefore, the authors relate the neuronal synchronization in the lower beta band to syntactic unification operations. However, the beta increase could also be correlated with the maintenance of the current state during processing of correct sentences, which is interrupted by unexpected, syntactically incorrect stimuli.
A beta power decrease was also described for unexpected semantic violations. In an experiment with semantically incongruous and congruous Chinese sentences beta power (16-20 Hz) was significantly reduced for the critical nouns in the visually presented incongruous sentences at anterior regions (Luo et al., 2010) . This decrease has been found as well for an early time window (0-200 ms) as for a later time window (400-657 ms) after word onset. In the same way, in an experiment on the semantic plausibility judgment of auditorily presented congruent and incongruent German sentences the beta1 band power (13-18 Hz) significantly decreased at the incongruent word compared to a baseline before sentence onset. These significant decreases were predominantly found at frontal, central, and left hemispheric electrodes. Congruent nouns did not show this decrease, but actually showed a power increase at right posterior electrodes (Figure 2) .
Whilst participants processed these congruous and incongruous sentences, the critical noun was also associated with significant changes in the beta band coherence (25-30 Hz; Weiss and Jannek, 2007; Weiss et al., submitted) . Whereas congruous words elicited beta coherence increases predominantly at left hemispheric lateral temporal and frontal electrodes, incongruent words showed a significant network of beta coherence increases at posterior temporal electrodes and massive decreases at frontal and right hemispheric electrodes. In contrast to the power desynchronization, these coherence changes might reflect an additional pattern of neuronal activation during sentence processing. Left hemispheric frontal and temporal power decreases might hint at an increase in local information processing due to the need of updating the system since participants were confronted with unexpected stimuli. The left hemispheric coherence increase, on the other hand, might reflect the more intense binding of neuronal activity across a long-range connection showing activation processes at other scales. In contrast, the power increase combined with the coherence decrease at right frontal sites may be interpreted differently, although their function is not clear at present. This is another indication for the importance to monitor power as well as coherence measures in order to obtain a more complete picture of the neuronal dynamics going on during language processing (see Neuronal Scale).
The violation of expectancy is also related to top-down attention, which is frequently associated with a beta power decrease during language processing (e.g., Bastiaansen et al., 2005; Kim and Chung, 2008) . Bastiaansen et al. (2005) investigated EEG power differences between visually presented open class (nouns, adjectives, verbs) and closed class words (articles, prepositions, and conjunctions). These words were part of a text that participants had to comprehend while their EEG was recorded. Beyond findings in the theta and alpha range a significantly stronger beta power decrease (16-21 Hz) was found 200-500 ms after the presentation of the open class words at occipito-temporal electrodes.
Most likely, open class words are attended more thoroughly due to their high importance for language comprehension. In correspondence with this finding, an MEG-study on the emotional Frontiers in Psychology | Language Sciences connotation of written words revealed a higher power decrease in the beta band (13-30 Hz) in the anterior cingulate cortex and the left inferior or middle frontal gyrus for emotional words. This was not the case for non-emotional words (Hirata et al., 2007) . Left dominant beta decrease in prefrontal regions was higher for emotionally negative words (e.g., sadness), whereas right dominant beta decrease has been found for emotionally positive words (e.g., happiness). Thus, the higher-order emotional evaluation of the words modulates beta band changes in prefrontal areas according to their role in cognition and attention (Hirata et al., 2007) .
BINDING FUNCTION OF BETA
The maintenance of the actual state of stimuli and the processing of unexpected language stimuli is certainly related to another important requirement language processes set to the cognitive system, namely the binding of temporally segregated information. In order for speech comprehension to function adequately, for example, certain components of a particular speech stimulus occurring simultaneously, like its physical, phonological, morphosyntactic, semantic, pragmatic, and suprasegmental aspects must be bound into a single coherent unit. Only then can the meaning of a particular utterance be understood and, if necessary, initiate an www.frontiersin.org appropriate response. The elements of a spoken sentence such as "Paul tells Tom that Julia is angry because she didn't pass the exam" only gain meaning in the hearer's mind if, along with the physical characteristics of the speech signal, the individual perceived sounds are bound to meaning-carrying words in the brain. It must not be forgotten that the hearer must maintain a representation of previously bound information about formerly uttered words in working memory while perceiving the new auditory input. It is self-evident that such hierarchical binding processes must take place during speech production, i.e., the planning and production of main and subordinate clauses as well as during speech reception.
Over the past years, a set of studies has pointed to the functional role of beta frequencies serving such language-related binding at the word and sentence level. Frequency band specific results in the beta1 band were found in a study of von Stein et al. (1999) , which assumed that this frequency band reflects semantic binding during word processing at left temporo-parietal areas. Correspondingly, the processing of different auditorily or visually presented word categories (nouns, proper names, verbs, pseudo words) was associated with network of coherence changes that differed between categories particularly in higher frequencies (11-31 Hz) suggesting that activity within higher frequencies reflects the syntactic and semantic differences between particular word categories (Weiss and Rappelsberger, 1998; Weiss and Mueller, 2003) . For example, the most consistent differences between the processing of auditorily presented concrete and abstract nouns were found in the beta1 band (13-18 Hz; Weiss and Rappelsberger, 1996) . The importance of the beta1 band for semantic categorization and binding could be impressively underlined by the application of machine learning techniques to the EEG data either containing concrete or abstract words (Lingner, 2005) . The analysis with "ordered means models (OMMs)" showed that in the EEG signals the beta1 band is able to reveal an on-line classification of concrete vs. abstract nouns with a probability of about 80%.
Binding processes are even more important during sentence processing. During the performance of a gap-filling task increases in beta coherence (roughly around 16 Hz) between frontal and parietal leads have been correlated with the activation of semantic working memory (Haarmann et al., 2002) . However, the higher coherence during the performance of the gap-filling task can also be correlated with the need for syntactic binding (Bastiaansen et al., 2010) . These syntactic operations are certainly more difficult for the gap-filling task and thereby in turn require more activity of the semantic working memory system. It is well-known that the ventral prefrontal cortex is involved in the maintenance of stimuli in working memory in the absence of sensory input (Levy and Goldman-Rakic, 2000) , which likely relates this region to syntactic binding. Thus, both semantic working memory operations and syntactic binding may contribute to changes in the beta band at left prefrontal regions.
This assumption is underlined by a study on power and coherence changes associated with the processing of English subjectsubject-(SS) and the more demanding subject-object-relative clauses (SO; Weiss et al., 2005) . Participants had to comprehend auditorily presented sentences such as e.g., SS-sentence: The fireman who attacked the senator sued the city over working conditions. SO-sentence: The fireman who the senator attacked sued the city over working conditions. Prominent decreases of beta1 power (13-18 Hz) could be found for the more demanding SO-compared to SS-sentences in the relative clause and the interval after the relative clause. The differences between the sentence types were significant for the relative clause interval mostly at left and right frontal electrodes but also at posterior electrodes. Yet again, left hemispheric decreases of beta power in the relative clause interval might indicate the occurrence of an unexpected sentence phrase and the need for syntactic binding. In contrast, no beta coherence differences were found in the relative clause interval. Significant coherence difference between SO-and SS-sentences was found in the beta1 band (13-18 Hz) in the post-relative clause interval only. In this sentence interval, semantic-pragmatic analysis in the sense of building up action-related scenarios has to be performed. In the post-relative clause region the thematic roles of the SO-sentence must finally be resolved. Thus, an association of beta1 activities with the semanticpragmatic analysis during this sentence interval is reasonable. Beta oscillations are presumably involved in the building of scenarios and possibly in the binding of semantic word-knowledge from semantic memory in support of meaning construction .
High beta band activity has also been postulated to be associated with strong endogenous top-down components of a task (Engel and Fries, 2010) . A task, which needs highly endogenous binding functions, is the processing of figurative language. In an EEG-study of Berghoff et al. (2005) EEG coherence was calculated for three sentence intervals, (1) the interval before the figurative meaning can be encountered, (2) the interval while the figurative meaning is encountered, and (3) the interval after the sentence. Although other frequency bands have been studied, only the beta1 band (13-18 Hz) could reliably reflect whether participants had heard a figurative or a literal sentence. Figurative compared to literal sentences elicited coherence increases within the left and the right hemisphere. However, the strongest differences were found for coherences between the hemispheres (Figure 3) . Interestingly, higher coherence was found between the hemispheres for figurative compared to literal sentences. Furthermore, this strong difference only appeared during the moment at which the figurative meaning was retrieved (interval 2; Berghoff et al., 2005) . These results showed that neuronal processes in beta1 only differ from the very moment the figurative meaning is retrieved, and that neither the left nor the right hemisphere alone but the cooperation between both hemispheres plays the most important role. In that way, the beta band is an indicator of endogenous linguistic binding during the processing of figurative vs. literal language pointing at the special role of figurative language. 
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MEMORY RELATED BETA
So far, changes in beta band activation seem to be related not only to the involvement of top-down processing but also to the contents of the signal. Beta activity increases when the maintenance of the actual state of the stimuli is more important for the task than the attention to new stimuli. Correspondingly, an increase of frontal beta band activity (15-20 Hz) was observed whilst participants had to perform a delayed matching-to-sample task (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1999) . For that reason, an increase of beta is also associated with the functional role of holding an object representation active in visual short-term memory. These results support the hypothesis that oscillatory beta synchronization serves to bind distributed sets of neurons into a coherent representation of memorized contents. Similarly, during memorization of syllables a linear increase in beta activity as a function of memory load was found. This increase was interpreted as the representation of task-relevant stimulus features during memorization in the absence of sensory input (Leiberg et al., 2006) . However, Hanslmayr et al. (2012) have provided evidence that beta power desynchronization and not synchronization, is strongly related to memory encoding and retrieval. They believe that the richness and the amount of information encoded correlates with beta desynchronization. For instance, Hanslmayr et al. (2009) showed that in an incidental memory paradigm the deep semantic encoding of later remembered words has been associated specifically with beta power decreases (12-20 Hz) at left frontal and parietal electrodes, whereas a shallow encoding task did not elicit such an effect. The beta power decrease for later remembered items in the deep semantic encoding task was significant between 500 and 1500 ms after word onset and turned out to be related to the processing of the items' semantic features (Hanslmayr et al., 2009) .
A partially related experiment was reported by Weiss and Rappelsberger (2000) , who studied the EEG power and coherence associated with semantic memory encoding of German nouns. In contrast to the study above an intentional learning paradigm was used. Nevertheless, results revealed a beta power (13-18 Hz) decrease during the memory encoding of visually presented nouns compared to a baseline condition. In accordance with the findings described above, the memory encoding of later recalled nouns elicited a more pronounced beta power decrease (see Figure 4A, www.frontiersin.org left panel). This beta1 decrease is related to the more intense encoding of the semantic features from the later recalled nouns as postulated by Hanslmayr et al. (2009) and possibly related to increased attention to these words.
However, these findings contradict the assumption that an increase of beta power is related to the maintenance of memory items in mind. Interestingly, the comparison of beta1 power for recalled items, which were positioned either at the beginning or at the end of the word list presented (serial position effect), revealed a significantly higher beta power for the recalled words at the end of the word list. This result, however, underlines the relation of a beta power increase associated with working memory processing. Items positioned at the beginning of the word list are more effectively stored in long-term memory due to rehearsal effects, whereas the last items are still present in working memory. Figure 4B (left panel) shows a significant power increase in beta for the recalled nouns positioned at the end of the list.
This means that the on-line deep semantic encoding of the recalled compared with the not-recalled nouns is associated with a beta power decrease. Simultaneously, beta power increases while later recalled nouns are encoded and is highest at the end of the list, where stimuli still were in working memory. The later finding correlates to the active maintenance of the stimuli in memory. Accordingly, the role of beta in this experiment remains twofold. Possibly, two different betas, which overlap and reflect different mechanisms during the encoding process, are involved in this task. This assumption may be underlined by the results of the coherence analysis (Figures 4A,B, right panel) . Figure 4 shows that coherence was higher during the semantic encoding of the later recalled items and increased from the first to the last items. These results also point to the involvement of different scales of local and long-range synchronization, possibly covering different neuronal mechanisms during word encoding.
DIFFERENT WINDOWS ON BETA OSCILLATIONS
Before summing up the role beta oscillations might play during language processing in Section "Beta Oscillations and Language: A Synopsis," it is important to consider the mixing-up of different analysis methods and parameters, which adulterates and complicates the interpretation of the results. According to findings from literature and own results, it seems that at least three main factors have to be taken into account when interpreting findings in the beta frequency range (and certainly other frequencies) related to language processing (Figure 5): 1) the frequency range in the beta band [e.g., low (13-20 Hz) vs.
high (20-30 Hz)] and the time interval [early (0-200 ms) vs. late (400-600 ms)]. 2) the neuronal scale (e.g., power or coherence).
3) the direction of change (increase vs. decrease) and the topography (e.g., motor system or association cortex).
FREQUENCY RANGE AND TIME INTERVAL
Many different aspects of language tasks are associated with distinct findings in the beta frequency range, although they often are related. Based on these findings, it has to be hypothesized that beta oscillations are not a unitary phenomenon but consist of divergent rhythms with different physiological properties and, hence, different cognitive relevance. As has been frequently proposed in the quoted literature (Pfurtscheller et al., 1997; Kopell et al., 2011) and as has been observed in own experimental results, there seems to exist not only a single beta frequency band but different betas, which possibly can be associated with different aspects of language processing. Often low (13-20) and high (20-30) frequencies in beta reveal contrasting results such as, for example a power decrease in the 13-to 20-Hz band and a simultaneous increase at 25-30 Hz possibly reflecting different cognitive aspects of a language task (Shahin et al., 2009) . Similarly, a power decrease at 16-20 Hz in an early time window after stimulus onset can be related to semantic aspects, whereas a decrease in 20-24 Hz in a later time window can be ascribed to prosodic aspects of a task (Luo et al., 2010) . Further, there is neurophysiological evidence which underlines the existence of different betas. First, there might be different neuronal generators underlying these beta frequencies (Roopun et al., 2006) , which contribute for example to either syntacticor motor-related effects. For instance, the beta2 rhythm (20-30 Hz) is generated by pyramidal cells of deep cortical layer V, a layer where some of the output information is going to the thalamus during motor processes (Roopun et al., 2006) . Second, some beta oscillations are relying on inhibition, whereas others are associated with excitation. Third, beta oscillations often occur during sleep and deep anesthesia and hence are generated also in states of unconscious behavior (e.g., Amzica and Lopes da Silva, 2011). Fourth, it has been shown that synchronization in the beta Frontiers in Psychology | Language Sciences range across long distances (long conduction delays) seems to be based both on interneuron activity and plasticity as well as on an interaction between pyramidal neurons and interneurons (Bibbig et al., 2002) . Thus, it was proposed that interneurons and pyramidal neurons play a different role in the generation of lowand high-frequency synchronization (Kopell et al., 2000; Roopun et al., 2006; Scheeringa et al., 2011) . These physiologically distinct beta oscillations differ in topographical extent and in frequency composition. They might be associated with different cognitive functions and thereby might play different functional roles in cognitive and language processing. It seems as if there exist motor and sensory-related as well as more cognitive-related and associative beta oscillations both contributing to different aspects of language processing. However, the neurophysiological and cognitive relevance of "different betas" are still debated.
In addition to findings in a single frequency range, it has to be considered that cross-frequency interaction might play an important role during cognitive processing (e.g., von Schack and Weiss, 2005; Jensen and Colgin, 2007) . It could be that there is not only a linear or non-linear interaction between beta and theta or gamma frequencies but also a physiological grounded interaction between different frequencies within the beta range. For instance, a nesting of gamma and beta2 frequencies in the beta1 frequency band was demonstrated under certain conditions (Kopell et al., 2011) . Accordingly, lower frequencies may often support and modulate the activity in higher ones.
NEURONAL SCALE
Another fact which possibly confounds the interpretation of findings concerns the analysis method applied and the parameters investigated. In order to capture time-but not phase-locked (induced) events, advanced spectral analytical techniques (e.g., Fourier transform, wavelet transform, bandpass filtering) are used in order to assess statistical properties of oscillations in different frequency bands. One of the most frequently studied spectral parameter is the amplitude or power (squared amplitude) spectrum, which provides information on the frequency content of the particular analysis epoch of the EEG signal of a single electrode. The power spectrum at one electrode integrates cortical input under a scalp surface of the order of approximately 10 cm 2 (Nunez, 2000) and reflects to which extent the neurons generating the EEG are oscillating synchronously at various frequencies. Power measures are suited to detect rather "local" changes in synchronization in contrast to cross-spectral functions such as coherence or phase coherence. The latter measures allow the investigation of neuronal "large-scale" interaction, which is also of particular interest for the study of cognitive processes.
EEG coherence is obtained by cross-spectral analysis and allows to quantifying the relationships between different signals. Coherence is a linear correlation coefficient and may be interpreted as a measure for the stability of phase between the same frequency components of two simultaneously recorded EEG signals. In the last years, several studies have suggested calculating phase coherence (phase synchronization) in place of coherence calculations (e.g., Lachaux et al., 1999) . The reason for this is that coherence is indeed one possible measurement of phase synchronization, but it is dependent upon the signals' amplitude as well as relative phases between two EEG channels, and, therefore, not ideal in some cases. One advantage that arises from coherence measurements, in comparison to measuring phase synchronization directly, is that they are weighted to the benefit of signal epochs with large amplitudes (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006) . Large amplitudes in the EEG signal reflect a good signal-to-noise ratio allowing for more stable phase approximations. The exclusive use of phase information (independent of amplitude) gives the same weight to signal segments, regardless of whether they have high or low amplitude. Therefore, the estimation of phase coherence is much more vulnerable to background noise that has no functional relevance. For this reason, it is important to, at the very least, present a large quantity of trials when analyzing phase synchronization -certainly, a task that is not always easy for language research. Consequently, the analysis of coherence is, under certain circumstances and in certain paradigms, a compromise, which is more adequately suited for the investigation of language processing. Accordingly, it was www.frontiersin.org this method that was predominantly used in our own studies cited in Section "Experimental Evidence on Beta Oscillations and Language."
Another problem which arises with coherence analysis is the spatial filtering by volume conduction into the two signal electrodes (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006) . Therefore, the significance of changes in coherence must be analyzed and interpreted with caution especially when the power at two electrodes and the coherence between them show the same directional changes (in-or decreases). In the coherence studies cited in Section "Experimental Evidence on Beta Oscillations and Language," interpretations of results were mainly based on findings concerning far removed (large-scale; >10 cm) electrodes. Additionally, the direction of power changes for neighboring electrodes was analyzed in addition to coherence.
At any rate, it has to be emphasized that the relationship between scalp EEG power and long-range coherence and their possible interpretation with respect to the underlying neurophysiological activity is uncertain and still a matter of great debate because of the complicated three-dimensional structure of the brain (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006) . Whereas power changes reflect local processing, coherence, and phase coherence are suited to monitor neuronal long-range interaction. Accordingly, these measures have to be considered separately and interpreted differently. Various examples of cognitive information processing point at the fact that there is no simple relationship between power and coherence measures (e.g., Siegel et al., 2012) . For example, during memory encoding of nouns (Weiss and Rappelsberger, 2000) as well as during processing of relative clauses a simultaneous power decrease and coherence increase in beta has been found. Furthermore, both an EEG power decrease and a coherence increase occurred together with an increase of the BOLD signal during fMRI (Knyazeva et al., 2006) .
DIRECTION AND TOPOGRAPHY
Besides, the direction of parameter change seems an important factor, which has to be considered when interpreting frequency band-related results. A beta power decrease in the motor cortex (Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 2011) as well as a beta power increase in left frontal regions during sentence processing (Bastiaansen et al., 2010) might both be related to increased local neuronal activation. It is clear that the topography of changes observed is relevant here. Whereas motor-related beta changes mostly have been found at central sites, language-related changes were predominantly found at left frontal and parietal sites. Moreover, it seems important to consider the modality of stimulus presentation in this context. Most of the studies that reported on power decreases during various language tasks investigated the processing of visually presented stimuli. If the studies used auditory stimuli, they often found power increases beside the common decreases. Therefore, further studies have to investigate whether there indeed exists an influence of stimulus modality on the direction of parameter changes (Weiss and Rappelsberger, 1998; Krause et al., 2006) . In summary, the different analysis windows discussed in this section have to be taken into account when interpreting the role of beta oscillations in language processing. They may help to resolve several inconsistencies in the experimental results. Apart from that, the investigation of beta oscillations seems particularly promising with regard to language processes since the neurophysiological and psychophysiological background of such oscillations makes them especially suited for the various demands of language processing. The following section summarizes the possible relation of beta oscillations to four distinct, though overlapping, sub-processes of language.
BETA OSCILLATIONS AND LANGUAGE: A SYNOPSIS
Current experimental and neurophysiological evidence suggests a functional relationship between four different sub-processes of language and oscillations in the beta frequency range: 1) Beta oscillations correlate with motor processes in action semantics. The most well-known attribute of beta oscillations is their relation to motor processes. In action-oriented studies a decrease in beta power consistently reflects activation of the motor system for the performance of either action execution or observation (e.g., Babiloni et al., 2002; Hari et al., 1998) . In accordance with these findings, language production is strongly associated with a beta decrease (e.g., Fisher et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2002) . Interestingly, beta changes at premotor and motor regions have also been found during language tasks without the involvement of a motoric component [see Action Semantics (Motor-Related Beta)]. For instance, van Elk et al. (2010) found a beta decrease at premotor regions during the processing of action verbs, which was interpreted as reflecting the retrieval and integration of action semantic information. Similarly, during verb perception both a beta power decrease and coherence increase have been found at central electrodes for action vs. non-action verbs (Weiss et al., 2001) . Concerning the role beta plays in motor processing but also in motor imagery and action recognition it may be speculated that beta activities reflect the close relationship between language comprehension and motor functions -one of the core claims of current theories on embodied cognition. Embodied language theories state that language is processed in terms of mental simulations, which is commonly defined as the mental reenactment of perceptual, motoric, introspective, and affective states during cognitive function (e.g., Barsalou, 2008) . If there is a special role of the sensorimotor system for language processing, then beta is a good candidate to indicate mental activation of motor-related systems during language processing. Results on beta oscillations accompanying semantic word processing (e.g., Weiss and Mueller, 2003) and the processing of action verbs (Weiss et al., 2001; van Elk et al., 2010) might support this assumption. 2) Beta oscillations are related to attention and expectancy violation. It has been proposed that a beta band enhancement is associated with the maintenance of the actual state of motor and cognitive processes whereas a beta band decrease is associated with the interruption of the cognitive state by novel and unexpected stimuli (Engel and Fries, 2010; Jenkinson and Brown, 2011) . This correlates with findings showing that, in general, the prediction of upcoming stimuli most likely involve beta activity (e.g., Fujioka et al., 2009; Arnal et al., 2011) . Studies done on word processing using oddball paradigms as well as on the processing of sentences that were semantically or grammatically violated underline this assumption. Whenever a novel and/or unexpected stimulus occurs or the current cognitive state is exogenously or endogenously changed, a beta decrease can be observed. For example, the processing of violated sentences coincides with massive frontal and parietal beta power decreases at the relevant words (e.g., Davidson and Indefrey, 2007; Bastiaansen et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2010) . In contrast, Shahin et al. (2009) found a beta increase during the maintenance of verbal stimuli in memory and Bastiaansen et al. (2010) found an increase during the maintenance of the current state during sentence processing. 3) Beta oscillations are involved in binding mechanisms during language processing. For example, beta1 synchronization has been correlated with the binding of semantic features of different lexical categories (von Stein et al., 1999; Weiss and Mueller, 2003) . A beta enhancement also has been found during syntactic unification in determining sentence meaning (Bastiaansen et al., 2010) and semantic-pragmatic analysis . Beta1 synchronization even differentiated figurative vs. literal sentence meaning (Berghoff et al., 2005) . These results support the hypothesis that oscillatory beta synchronization serves to bind distributed sets of neurons into a coherent representation of (memorized) contents during language processing. Furthermore, it has been suggested that large-scale cooperation in lower frequency bands is associated with endogenous top-down integration, whereas bottom-up signal processing occurs at higher frequencies Bastiaansen et al., 2005; Engel and Fries, 2010) . In this context, Engel and Fries (2010) proposed that tasks involving largely endogenous top-down processes should come along with beta increases. This assumption was underlined by studies investigating the perception of ambiguous audiovisual stimuli or the comprehension of figurative language, which both are tasks involving strong endogenous components. Both tasks were associated with the occurrence of massive beta coherence increases (Berghoff et al., 2005; Hipp et al., 2011) . Using simulations with conductance-based models, Kopell et al. (2000 Kopell et al. ( , 2010 Kopell et al. ( , 2011 showed that beta frequencies seem especially important and suited for preserving neuronal activity over time and consequently facilitating such binding functions. It was proposed that beta frequencies are used for higherlevel interaction between multimodal areas involving more distant structures and the binding of temporally segregated events, which is especially important for language processing (Kopell et al., 2000; Weiss and Mueller, 2003; Donner and Siegel, 2011) . In particular, the beta1 oscillations (13-18 Hz) are unique in providing a mechanism for ongoing manipulation of cell assemblies (Kopell et al., 2010) . Thus, beta1 is particularly suitable for higher-order processing in which it is necessary to compare old and new information as is common in language comprehension and, hence, linking past and present input. Because of that, Kopell et al. (2011) suggest that beta1 in particular responds differently to familiar and novel stimuli and is predestined in its behavior to maintain activity in the absence of continuing input. This relates to the finding that beta activity is enhanced during the maintenance of object representation in visual short-term memory (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1999) . 4) Beta oscillations are related to memory processes. Particularly, Weiss and Rappelsberger (2000) demonstrated that beta power increased in the course of word encoding, and that sentence processing corresponded to the increase of memory demands (Bastiaansen et al., 2010) . Correspondingly, beta coherence increased when complex SO-sentences were processed and during a gap-filling task when the load of semantic working memory was high (Haarmann et al., 2002) . Experiments on visual object memory (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1999) and computer simulations underline the involvement of beta frequencies in memory processes. In particular, computer simulations predict that the ability of the beta1 rhythm to facilitate inter-and intralaminar interactions may form a substrate for short-term memory, which is independent of synaptic plasticity (Kopell et al., 2011) . In addition, Hanslmayr et al. (2012) provided strong evidence that a very robust beta power desynchronization can be found during memory encoding and retrieval. This points at two different mechanisms present during memory processing: first, a local and short-lasting beta desynchronization which is directly related to the encoding of items, and, second, a more global, long-lasting synchronization related to the working memory load. Whether this assumption is true has to be proven in further experiments.
To summarize, beta frequency modulations are involved in various aspects of language processing. On the one hand, beta oscillations reflect semantic and sensory-motor features of word categories and lexical-semantic retrieval processes. On the other hand, beta has also been correlated with more complex linguistic sub-processes such as parsing as well as syntactic, and semantic binding operations. The beta's close relation to expectancy violation and attention points to its necessary involvement in topdown mechanisms during language processing. Furthermore, it can be postulated that the beta band plays a large role in memory processes. At present, it is not clear whether there are "different betas" that serve motor and sensory-related functions on the one hand, and, on the other hand, more cognitive-related and associative functions in language. However, the neurophysiological evidence points in this direction. Even though the current knowledge on the beta's role in language processing is quiet complex and findings are still contradictory, the investigation of beta oscillations in addition to ERP-analyses seems very promising. Animal experiments concerning the synchronization of oscillatory processes, together with computer simulations of neural networks as well as results of EEG spectral analysis techniques will have a large potential to enhance our knowledge on language processes in the future. www.frontiersin.org
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